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No. 1008R: Consists of a plug -in printed wiring board unit which provides access to the outgoing mastergroup signals (664 to 

3.084 kHz) for measurement and patching, adjusting loss to set output levels compatible with the equipment, and to adjust 

equalization due to varying lengths of cable required for distribution . 
The unit is divided into two near identical circuits. The regular circuit receives its input from the combining amplifier of the 

No. 1008N network. The spare circuit input is through a face plate jack and goes directly into a three section attenuator like 

that of the regular circuit with an additional 3.2 dB more per section to compensate for the lack of the hybrid circuit. 

The output leaves the unit via printed circuit fingers and goes to either the mastergroup distributing frame, MMX equipment, 

or WLEL equipment. 
Initial use: LMX-3 Receiving Mastergroup Trunk Unit. 

No. 1008S: Consists of a plug-in printed wiring board unit which provides access to the incoming mastergroup signals (664 to 

3.084 kHz) for measurement and patching, adjusting loss to set input levels compatible with other equipment, and to adjust 

equalization due to varying lengths of cable required. 
The unit is divided into two identical circuits. The regular circuit receives its input through printed circuit fingers from the 

mastergroup distribution frame, the WLEL equipment, or the MMX equipment. 
The output passes out of the printed circuit fingers and feeds the splitting amplifier of the No. 1008N network. 

The spare circuit has only one output and that is from a face plate jack . 
Initial use: LMX-3 Receiving Mastergroup Trunk Unit. 

No. 1008T: Consists of a voltage regulator containing an error detector stage with its reference voltage biased by an active cur-

rent source, an amplifier stage and a series regulator stage all connected in a closed feedback loop. 

Test jacks are provided for measurement of input and output voltages. 
The regulator provides 18.0 ±0.1 Vdc at O to 16 amperes output from a negative 19 to 29 volt office battery. 

A low voltage alarm is provided by a voltage comparator reference against a zener diode having an active bias current. 

Overload and short circuit protection are provided by input fuse. Output overload protection is provided by means of an SCR 

crowbar circuit. 
The regulator also contains closures for major and minor alarms. 
Initial use: Power for one supel'group bank consisting of ten No. 1008A to 1008K supergroup modems and one No. 1008N com

bining and splitting unit, LMX-3. 
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